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When the temperatures drop and the snow starts to fall, pet-parents need to find interactive and stimulating
games and activities that keep their active dogs occupied. Kongs and other similar toys are perfect for
entertaining our four-legged friends! Below are three yummy Kong recipes for your pups:
IMPORTANT: There are two holes on either side of the Kong, a big hole to put treats in and a small one at the
bottom. It is important to plug the smaller hole up so the mixtures and treats do not fall out. You can plug the
hole up with a small cork or a tiny treat. Also, the measurements of the ingredients are dependent on the size
of the Kong.
—————————————————————————————————————————————————

CHICKEN POT PIE

—————————————————————————————————————————————————
1 Kong toy
1/2 cup of canned chicken
1/4 cup of sliced carrots, celery, and/or sweet potatoes
Simply fill the Kong toy with canned chicken. If you would like to add more flavor to the Kong, add in some of
your dogs favorite treats, such as sliced carrots, celery, and/or sweet potatoes and mix it together. Pop the
Kong toy with the mixture inside the freezer until frozen. After the mixture and toy are frozen, let your dog
enjoy their tasty treat!
—————————————————————————————————————————————————

MASHING PUMPKINS

—————————————————————————————————————————————————
1 Kong toy
1/3 cup of mashed, canned pumpkins
1/3 cup of low fat plain yogurt
OPTIONAL: 1/4 cup of mashed banana or 1/4 peanut butter
Simply mix 1/3 cup of mashed, canned pumpkins with a 1/3 cup of low fat plain yogurt. If you would like, add
in 1/4 cup of mashed bananas or peanut butter. Fill the mixture into the Kong and place in the freezer. After
the toy and mixture are frozen, let your dog play and enjoy!
—————————————————————————————————————————————————

BERRIES N’ CREAM

—————————————————————————————————————————————————
1 Kong toy
1/2 cup of low fat plain yogurt
1 hand-full of blueberries, strawberries, and raspberries
OPTIONAL: A small amount of mashed bananas and a little peanut butter
This recipe is very easy! Mix together a half cup of low fat plain yogurt with a hand-full of blueberries,
strawberries, and raspberries. You can add mashed bananas and a little peanut butter to the mixture if you
would like. Simply fill the Kong with the mixture! Freeze until frozen and then let your dog have at it!
We hope your pups enjoy these yummy Kong recipes and are entertained this Winter! Make sure your Kongs
are in good shape, so your dogs do not ingest any Kong particles. Also, there will be more recipe sheets to
come, so stay tuned!
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